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IMPROVED AUTOMATIC FIRE ESCAPE. 
The accompanying engraving represen ts a new fire escape, 

whereby a person may escape from a burning building with· 
out the help of any one else, and with no exertion on his 
part beyond the buokling on of a simple belt. The device 
is entirely automatic, and ts claimed' to let down heavy or 
light weights without change of speed. Its mechanism is 
positive and free from springs and catches, and its construc· 
tion is �ufficiently strong to guard against accident by break 
age. 

The lowering rope to which the belt which 
the person escaping buckles around him is 
attached, is wound upon a drum, on the shaft 
of which is the bevel gear wheel shown. 
Meshingwith this wheel is a bevel pinion (not 
exhibited in the engraving) on the vertical 
shaft, A. The upper portion of the standard, 
B, in which the. drum shaft. is journaled; and 
in which also steps the shaft, A, is flared. to 
receive the bevel pinion. The latter engages 
with thel'ear wheel through an opening in 
this ,flared portion. On II sleeve which trav· 
erses on the shaft, A, is formed the inverted 
cup or hollow conical frustrum, O. Also on 
the sleeve is attached the crossbar which re
ceives the lever arms of the ordinary ball gov
ernor shown. 

It will be obvious that when the drum is 
caused to rotate by the drum unwinding as a 
person descends, the governor will likewise 
be revolved, and the balls will fly out more 
nearly horizontal as the speed augments. But 
as the balls move outward their levers carry 
downward the sleeve on shaft, A, and conse
quently jam the cup, 0, over the stationary 
flared portion of the standard. The cup thus 
acts as a brake which is the more closely ap-
plied in proportion as the velocity of descent increases. The 
machine is intended to be bolted on the floor inside the apart
ment and hence is protected from the weather. After the 
rope has been unwound it can easily be wound up again 
by a handle, or the drum may be made double as shown 
at thetlght of the engraving and have two ropes upon it
either hemp or �ire as indicated-wound tn reverse dircc-
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tions. Then when one rope is unrolled, the other is rolled. 
Belts with simple buckles are attached to each. 

Patented August 28, 1877. For further information ad
dress Mr. Oharles Leavitt, 453 Prospect street, Cleveland, 
Ohto. E. Dunbar, agent, 31 Oourtlandt street, New York. 

EKect 01" Salt Water on Candles. 

Some candles which had been sunk in the wreck of a vessel 
off the Spanish coast for about 173 years have been examined 
by Professor Gladstone. The wicks had all roWid away, 

AUTOMATIC FmE ESCAPE. 

and the fat had been converted into a heavy substance of a 
dull white color by the action of the salt water. After the 
fat had been removed by ether, there remained carbonate and 
chloride of calcium and sodium, with traces of potassium 
and magnesium. . The calcium, though less abundant than 
sodium in the ocean, had apparently the greatest influence 
in effecting the change noted ; but 'notwithstanding the 
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length of time the fat had been exposed, the reaction had 
only been about one half accomplished. 

... 1 � 

AN OBELISK AT SEA. 
We have already described the manner in which Oieopa

tra's needle, the obelisk· presented by the Khedive of Egypt 
to the British Government, has been built as it were in a 
vessel, and so made ready for the voyage to England. The 
annexed illustration represents the Cleopatra, as the vessel 
containing the stone is called, en route. The following par_ 

ticulars of the launch of the ship we take 
from Engineering. The cabin recess of the 
ship was filled with old rails to balance the 
eccentrically placed obelisk, and the cylinder 
was lagged with 6 inch planks for Ii length 
of about 12 feet at each end, in order to pro
tect the iron skin against possible injury from 
the stones on the sea bed. Some half dozen 
screw-jacks were ranged along the cylinder 

. to start it down the inciine, which had been 
formed of quarry rubbish from the shore to 
the point where the cylinder would float, and 
a couple of lighters with winches were 
moored ahead to haul on the wire hawsers, 
which were wound five times round the cyl
inder at each end. The screw-jacks were 
manned, and the ship went slowly and surely 
ahead, making in the. course of the day two 
attempts to run off to sea, amidst the cheers 
of the lookers-on, but stopping each time after 
about a quarter of a turn had been made, so· 
that at sunset the cylinder had advanced into 
but 3 feet of water. 

On the morning of the second day the jacks 
were set to work again, and with the help of 
the tugs the cylinder took a fine roll into 
about 7 feet of water, and then to the disap-

pointment of all again pulled up. The tugs were backed 
and ran at the hawsers again and again, until towing tackle 
and almost everything was smashed. except the splendid 
steel wire hawser. It was·then discovered that the cylinder 
was full of water, and the manhole covers being downwards, 
it was considered probable that one of them had been torn 

[Continued on page 258.] 

CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.-LAUNCH OF THE OBELISK AT ALEXANDR1A. 
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[0 ontinued from first page.] 
off in jerking the hawser, but, as subsequently proved, a 
large and hard stone had cut throl1gh the iron skin forward 
of the end bulkhead, and since (as usual) the doors of the 
different bulkheads had been left open, the whole vessel was 
filled with water. A timber crib about 9 feet square was 
tben filled with old rails and stones. 'fhis was hauled for
ward against the cylinder by a chain attached to it and pass
ing under the cylinder, and with the help of a couple of 
hydraulic jacks working on the top of the crib the cylinder 
was once more in a few hours rolling seawards. As soon as 
the bottom plates came .to the surface a patch was secured 
over the hole made by the stone, the vessel was pumped 
dry, and it only remained then to recall the tugs and let 
them haul off the ship, which they easily did. Tbis obelisk 
will be erected in some prominent locality in London. 

According to the New York World, the Khedive of Egypt 
has offered to present a monolith similar to the "needle," 
to the City of New York. The shaft now stands erect and 
is some seventy feet high. The English contractors who 
lire now transporting the English stone are said to have of
fered to transport the Khedive's gift to this city, and to 
erect it in any location which may be chosen, for $100,000. 
It is proposed that this sum be raised by SUbscription among 
the citizens of New York. 

... ·e .• 

A NEW ACID.-A new acid of phosphorus and oxygen 
has been discovered by Herr Sltlzer, of Worms. According 
to the old notation it consists of one atom of phosphorus 
and four atoms of oxygen. It has been named hypophos
phoric acid. 

------------. __ I�.�I�.-- -----------

IMPROVED DOUBLE SHEDDING HARNESS JACQUARD 
LOOM. 

The annexed illustration of Ainley's double shedding har· 
ness jacquard loom, as manufactured by Messrs. Hutchin
son, Hollingworth & Co. , Dobcross Iron Works, Saddle
worth, England, we copy from The Textile Manufacturer, 
with description of the chief movements employed. The 
first point which it is necessary to direct attention to is the 
fact that the jacquard machine is altogether independent 
of the general framework of the loom, being fixed upon 
beams at a proper elevation. This is a great advantage, 
since it avoids a very large amount of vibration to the 
jacquard. The double shed is produced as follows: The 
main lever at the left hand side, working upon a centralful
crum fixed to the top rail of the loom, is the common me· 
dium of motion. This is ac(,uated in the ordinary manner 
by the shell wheel below, making one motion for each pick, 
precisely as the common loom. 

Connected with this are the other horizontal levers, one 
above and the other below the jacquard machine. The lever 
above lifts such hooks as are selected by the pattern card to 
be raised. 'I'he remaining hooks, supported on the descend
ing footboard, are brought down by the otber lever at one 
an.Q the same time; the descending footboard being connec
ted to the horizontal lever frame by two upright rods, one 
in front of the harness and one behind. 

The rod shown at the right hand, from the top of the 
loom up to the jacquard, is for the 
purpose of opening and closing the 
card cylinder, and is worked by an 
eccentric on the main shaft of the 
loom. The rotary motion to the 
card cylinder is communicated by 
the upright shafts connected by be
vel and pinion wheels with the pick
ing and box motions in such a man
ner that on turning the loom either 
backwards or forwards tbe whole 
of tbe motions relating to pattern 
cards, shuttles, boxes, and picking 
are' Kept in their correct relative 
positions, an advantage which will 
be fully appreciated by the practi
cal weaver. 

Another great advantage is ob· 
tained by the graduated hooks and 
the harness tied in a beveled in
stead of level position, whereby the 
back part of the shed opens first, 
and consequently opens to a larger 
extent than the' front part, thereby 
giving a greater and clearer space 
for the passage of the shuttle. 

It will be at once noticed that, as 
the hooks in lifting have only to 
move half the distance of the shed 
required, the motion is very steady 
and the friction reduced to its low
est point ; greater facility thus be
ing given for speed, wherever that 
is desirable, combined at the same 
time with a perfection in the work 
otherwise unattainable. 

with a weight attached, is lifted with the light shed, so as 
to enable the loom to bring back with ease the large portion 
of the descended shed, thus equalizing the working motion 
of the loom under any varying circumstances. 

• '8,. 

ALLAN'S PRESSURE GAUGE. 
We illustrate from Tlw Engineer an improved form of the 

Allan gauge, as simplified by Mr. Alexander Allan, Jr., of 
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Scarborough, England. The principle on which this gauge 
works consists in indicating pressure by the compressed con
dition of a measured volume of air within the gauge tube ; 
this is acted upon by water-condensed steam-as a piston, 
contained in a bent pipe attached at one end to tbe gauge, 
and at the other to the boiler or vessel whose pressure is to 
be indicated. Tbe gauge is a hollow pillar of brass of a dif
ferential internal capacity, connected by passages at top and 
bottom to a glass tube in wbich the surface water line indi
cates the pressure opposite a graduated scale. Tbere is, as 
we have said, but one cock on the gauge worked by a han
dle with pointer, P, moved over a quarter of a circle only 
between two stops. The pointer, P, at "open" is open to 

the boiler to show pressure, and at P is "shut" for admit
ting a new spring of air into the gauge by apertures opened 
to the atmosphere. On the lower part is the usual screw 
union for connecting!tl;Je gauge with the steam space of the 
boiler, by the exposed bent pipe, which will collect clear 
water by condensation. In order to work the gauge it isne
cessary to begin with the 'pointer, P, at "shut;" the exposed 
bent pipe will soon condense steam to give a supply of wa
ter, which will be known by the reduced temperature of the 
pipe. When sufficient water has been collected in the bent 
pipe, the pointer is turned to "open," when tbe water will 
rise until its level shows the pressure. The first indication 
may not be correct from the presence of some air in the bent 
pipe over tbe true measure ; by again turning the pointer, 
P, to "shut," the ,incorrect spring and water will leave the 
gauge and a new spring of air will be admitted. On reo 
opening tbe cock tbe true pressure will be sbown in the 
glass tube opposite tbe index. With a supply of water in 
the bent pipe tbis test or correction can be repeated hourly, 
but it is not necessary to cbange the air spring for months. 

In tbe accompanying engraving, Fig. 1 is a front elevation 
of the gauge, showing the glass tube, part index on pillar, 
stops" open " and" shut," bandle and pointer, P, at " open" 
to sbow pressure ; Fig. 2 is a side elevation in section sbow
ing passages connecting the gauge with the glass tube, the 
nut, 5, wasber, 7, india rubber rings, 8, cock and passage, 
4 and 5, and the position of 5 to 10, with pointer, P, at 
" open. " Fig. 3 gives end sections of cock and plug at 4 and 
5, in the plug, to 9 and 10, with the pointer, P, at "open;" 
the angular line sbows the direction of the handle and poin
ter, P; Fig. 4 gives similar sections, and shows the position 
of tbe passages, 4 and 5 to 9 and 10, cbanging the air spring, 
and tbe angular line showing the direction of handle and 
pointer, P, at .. shut." 

,1l'his simple and ingenious gauge deserves more notice and 
popularity than it has received. The old Allan gauge has 
been worked with great success for many years, and the new 
gauge is much better in every respect. 

•• 11 • 

Simple Tests tor Flour Adulterations. 

Dr. Himly, Professor of Chemistry at the University of 
Kiel, has suggested a method by means of wJ:ich any person 
of ordinary intelligence may test the amount of adulteration 
of flour. It is based upon the fact that cbloroform is speci
fically lighter than nearly all the substances usually em
ployed for these adulterations, such as lime, chalk, barytes, 
plaster, marble, bone· powder, etc., While the genuine flour 
is again lighter than cbloroform, in which none of the above 
named substances are soluble. The testing process is sim
ple, and all tbe apparatus required is a small test tube about 
i inch in diameter, and 4 or 5 inches long. A teaspoonful 
of tbe flour to be tested is placed in the test glass and chlor
oform poured on to fill the vessel to about three quarters of 
its lengtb, wben it is well shaken, and then placed in a up
right position, so as to remain undisturbed until the various 
substances mixed together have had time to find the level 
assigned them by their specific gravity, the flour swimming 
near the surface at the top of the vessel, while the mineral 
bodies will sink to the bottom. It should be observed that 

unadulterated flour often shows a 
slight filmy deposit of a grayish or 
brownish color, which it must be 
supposed is stone-dust, produced in 
grinding. A white deposit. how
ever, will invariably indicate an 
adulteration with one or another of 
tbe substances mentioned above. If 
tbe materials are weigbed before 
and after separation, the amount or 
degree of adulteration may be pret
ty accurately ascertained. 

••••• 

Artificial Ivory. 

L' Union Plutrmaceutique gives 
the following recipe for making 
artificial ivory: Two parts of caout
chouc are dissolved in thirty·six 
parts of cbloroform, and the so
lution is saturated with pure gas
eous ammonia. The cbloroform is 
then distilled off at a temperature 
of 85° C. The residue is mixed 
with phosphate of lime or carbon
ate of zinc, pressed into moulds 
and dried. When phosphate of 
lime is used the product possesses to 
a considerable degree tbe nature 
and composition of ivory. 

.. . ... 

An Immense Block oC Granite. 

Another lever fixed on the left 
hand of the loom under the top mil 
is, by a catch armngement, brought 
into action when the sheds are very 
variable in weigbt, as; where one or 
more picks of weft are upon the sur
face of the cloth, and the next on 
the back of the cloth. This lever, AINLEY'S DOUBLE oHEDDING HARNESS JACQUAR,D LOOM. 

Tbere was recently quarried with
out the use of powder, at the 
Barre granite quarries, for the use 
of tbe Oliver Gmnite Works, of 
Rutland, a block weighing about 
six hundred and eighteen tons, be
ing forty feet long, seventeen feet' 

higb, and ten feet thick. This im
mense stone is said to be perfect 
in every respect, and is believed to 
be tbe largest block of granite ever 
quarried in the State.-Rutland( Vi.) 
Herald. 
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